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On the predominant trilitality of Egyptian verbal stems.

Résumé français

La racine verbal égyptienne est composée de 2, 3, 4, ou 5 consonnes,

exceptionnellement de 6. Mais la plupart d’elles – précisément deux

tiers dans le lexique des Textes des Pyramides – ont trois radicales.

D'un autre côté, beaucoup des verbes à trois radicales sont dérivés de

racines à deux radicales au moyen de la réduplication (qu’on appelle

«gémination» en égyptologie), ou bien des affixes (préfixes, suffixes).

Les préfixes s- et n- sont les plus récents: ils sont les plus fréquents, ils

se combinent avec toutes sortes de racines, et leur caractère

sémantique est plus transparent que ce des autres affixes, qui, de leur

part, doivent remonter à une période beaucoup plus loin. Aussi la

trilitéralité d’un grand part des racines égyptiennes, sémitiques et

berbères n’est pas une innovations, mais prend son origine dans la

langue proto-afroasiatique.

Egyptian verbal stems come with 2, 3, 4, 5, and quite rarely 6

consonants. The most frequent type has three consonants — two thirds

of the cases. Other stem types are much rarer: in the language of the

Pyramid Texts, 12% of the verbs have two consonants, 15% have four

consonants, 6% have five, whereas the five consonant stems are just a

half percent.

Every third of the verbs, of all these types, has a final consonant that is

weak, i.e., a j or w. The majority of these verbs behave differently



from strong verbs in terms of morphology; we call them "weak

verbs".1 As the verbs with final j count one third of the total, this is to

say that final j is much more frequent than any other final consonant.

Egyptian distinguishes 24 consonantic morphemes, the statistic

average for a consonant is therefore 4% (the actual range in the final

position is from zero (h) to 9% (A)). This evidence makes it clear that a

final consonant j is not just any one of the 24 Egyptian consonants, in

the great majority of the cases; rather, these weak verbs Aj, ABj ,

ABCj, AjAj, etc.  are separate classes of verbs, different from the

strong verbs, AB, ABC (including some “strong” ABj/ABw verbs),

ABCD, etc. Statistically, their final phoneme resembles a vowel,

rather than a consonant:  whereas the average occurrence of each of

the 24 consonant is 4%, that of each of the three vowels is 33%.

Of the strong 3-lit. verbs there are some whose second and third

consonants are identical (ABB scheme); Egyptology calls them

“geminating verbs” although gemination is something different,

namely the lengthening of a consonant, and not its repetition2. (One

                                                
1  Cf. J. P. Allen, The Inflection of the Verb in the Pyramid Texts,
Undena Publications, Malibu 1984, 567 (§ 737). — The big majority
are verbs with “weak” morphology, namely more than 30% of the
total; those with “strong” morphology are only 2% (plus some
undecidable ones).  The number of verbs with final w, however, is
below the average.
2 "geminata | Consonante la cui durata è sensibilmente superiore a
quella della sua corrispondente scempia: per es. in [n:] di canne la fase
di tenuta dell’occlusione dura mediamente da una volta e mezzo a due
volte quel che dura in [n] di cane. I sistemi ortografici rappresentano
generalmente le consonanti geminate con la ripetizione del simbolo
alfabetico, donde il nome (lat. geminatio 'ripetizione,
raddoppiamento')." Gian Luigi Beccaria, s.v. geminata, in Dizionario



should rather call them verbs with doubled, or reduplicated, last

consonant.) In the verbal morphology, it may occur that there is no

vowel between the 2nd and 3rd consonant in particlar forms; in this

case the graphic rendering of a verb ABB is just <AB>, with two

consonants only.  E.g., wnn “to be” (infinitive); but wn “(he, etc.)

was/were” (preterite); “(he, etc.) may be” (subjunctive); etc. This

seems to be the main reason why the morphology of the “geminated”

verbs differs from the normal ones.3

Other types of redupliction do occur. Some verbs repeat the 1st

consonant after the second: ABA. In morphology, they fully resemble

the normal strong ABC verbs. In several cases they can be seen to be

variant forms of reduplicated 2-literal roots: ABAB, var. ABA.

This brings us to the 4-lit. verbs (which are much rarer than the 3-lit.

verbs, and only slightly more frequent than the 2-lit. verbs). The major

part of them are of this ABAB type, whereas four different consonants

are quite seldom. The 5-lit. verbs are all of the ABCBC type, hence

with partial reduplication. In two thirds of the cases, the first

consonant is n, obviously a stem or root prefix, and not part of the

original root: n-ABAB. In one fourth of the cases, the third-and-fifth

                                                                                                                  
di linguistica e di filologia, metrica, retorica (Biblioteca Studio 21).
Einaudi, Torino 1989, 332.) But note that other writing conventions
do not reduplicate the consonant sign in question, such as
Hebrew/Aramaic, Arabic, and Ethiopic; but also Egyptian
hieroglyphic/hieratic/demotic.
3 It may be expected that the identity of the two consonants may even
trigger elision of a vowel or a different syllabication. Cf. such verbs in
Arabic, like marartu “I passed by”, but marra(t) “he/she passed by”
(cf., however, kataba(t) “he/she wrote”), yamurru “he passes by” (cf.,
however, yaktubu “he writes”), etc.



consonant is j, however, these verbs do not behave like weak verbs

(no t ending of the infinitive, no morphological reduplication, etc.)

Lastly, the very rare 6-lit. verbs are formed by total reduplication of 3-

lit. verbal roots or, in one case, by the reduplication of a biliteral root

with n prefix: nDdnDd, variant of nDdDd, “to endure” (both forms are

from the Pyramid Texts).

In the following, some statistics on the language of the conservative

religious texts of the Old Kingdom, based upon Allen The Inflection 4

2-lit.

69 = 12%

3-lit.

398 = 67% or 2/3

4-lit.

90 = 15%

5-(6-)lit.

37 = 6%

Total

594

strong:

AB

64

weak:

Aj

5

gem.:

ABB

24

=4%

strong:

ABC

255

=43%

weak:

ABj

119

=20%

gem.:

ABCC

7

strong:

ABCD

36

weak:

ABCj

47

str./wk.

ABCBC

37 594

Causa-

tive

stems:

s-AB

39

s-ABB

5

s-ABC

22

s-ABj

21

s-ABCD 5

s-ABAB 3

s-n-ABAB 2

97

64 =

9%

4 < 1% 24

=3,5%

299 =

43%

119 =

17%

12 <

2%

58 = 8% 68 =

9%

47 = 7% 691

                                                
4 J. P. Allen, The Inflection of the Verb in the Pyramid Text, Undena
Publications, Malibu 1984, section “Lexicon”, 541–598.



R e d u p l i c a t e d : ABA: 6 ABAB: 28 ABAj:

2

ABCABC:

3

W e a k  v e r b s : ABj: 7 AjAj: 2 AjCj:

3

ABjBj: 9

nB:

3=5%

nj: 1 nBB: 1 nBC:

27=11%

nBn: 2;

nBj: 2

nBj:

10=9%

nBCC:

1=14%

njCj:

4=11%

nBCj:

7=15%

nBC(n)BC:

24=65%

Of the strong 3-lit. verbs, 24 are reduplicating of type ABB, 6 are

reduplicating of type ABA, and 7 have j or w as 3rd consonant,

though without behaving like weak verbs.

Of the strong 4-lit. verbs, 7 are reduplicating of type ABCC, and 28 of

type ABAB (of which 2 have j as second and fourth consonant: AjAj,

they don't however behave like weak 4-lit. verbs).

The relation between the various classes of verbal stems does not

change very much in the course of history. A count of a representative

section of the Coptic lexicon, namely all verbs beginning with letters

a, k, m, yields results that are not very different, though the 2-lit.

verbs have gained ground at the expenses of the 3-lit. (through loss of

consonants, assimilation plus syncopation, etc.; e.g. wÅnVm, pre-

pronominal wánmVf, “to eat”, became wØm, wóm'f; pÅsV‚, pás‚'f,

“to divide”, became pØ‚, pó‚'f):



Coptic:

2-lit.

15 = 21%

3-lit.

43 = 59%

Weak: 9 = 12,5%

4-lit.

10 =  14%

5-(6-)lit.

4 = 6%

Total

72

strong:

CVC

13=

18%

weak/defect:

CV

1+1

2 = 2,8%

gem.:

CCVC

1

=

1,4%

strong:

CVCC,

CCVC

21=29,2%

weak/defect:

CVCV

9+12

21=29,2%

strong:

CVCCC

5

= 7%

weak/defect:

CVCCV

5

= 7%

str./wk.

CCVCCC,

CCVCCV

4 = 5,6%

72

In Egyptian, verbal stems with three consonants dominate by far;

however, more than two thirds of them are either weak (ABj), or

reduplicated (wrongly called "geminating"; ABB). We have seen that

the final weak consonant, of the typical “weak” verb, behaves in

statistics like a vowel, rather than a consonant, which would leave us

with two consonants only; and the reduplicated stems do actually have

only two different consonants, of which one is doubled. As for the

four and five-consonantal stems, the greater part of them is composed

of bi-consonantal roots: ABAB, n-ABAB, etc.

If the weak consonant is not regarded as a radical consonant:

1 radical: Aj (5). 5

2 radicals: AB (64), ABA (6), ABB (24), AB-AB (28), ABj-Bj

(9); n-AB-AB (24),

n-AB-n-AB (3); ABj (119+7); s-AB (39); s-ABj (21); s-ABB

(5); s-ABAB (3);

a-n-ABAB (2).

354



a-n-ABAB (2).

3 radicals: ABC (255); ABCC (7); ABCj (47); ABCBC (5); s-

ABC (22).

336

4 radicals: ABCD (8); s-ABCD (5). 13

If the weak consonant is regarded as a radical consonant:

2 radicals —

weak: Aj (5).

strong: AB (64), ABA (6), ABB (24), AB-AB (28); n-AB-AB

(24), n-AB-n-AB (3);

s-AB (39); s-ABB (5); s-ABAB (3); a-n-ABAB (2).

203

3 radicals —

weak: ABj (119+7), ABj-Bj (9); ABCj (47); s-ABj (21)        203

strong: ABC (255); ABCC (7); ABCBC (5); s-ABC (22)      289

492

4 radicals: ABCD (8); s-ABCD (5). 13

These figures should give an idea in what measure triliteral stems are

predominant.

                                                ***

Among the Afro-Asiatic languages, Semitic, Egyptian and Berber are

probably those that show the predominace of the triliteral root most

clearly.  Semitic does not even have a morphology for biliteral verbs

— original biradical roots had obviously to be extended in order to fit

the pattern, viz. by addition of a weak consonant before, behind, or

amid; by reduplication of the second consonant; or by adding a

consonant as root prefix or suffix.



Also for Egyptian it can be shown that many triliteral verbal stems

have been expaded from biliteral roots.

Strong triliteral verbs may be derived from biliteral roots

1.  By partial reduplication

AB : AB-A (AB-AB) ab, aba, abab boast

ABj : AB-A (AB-AB) Snj quarrel, SnS, SnSn destroy

AB : AB-B (AB-AB) fx, s-fx, fxx, s-fxx , s-nfxfx solve.

Not for all ABA verbs there is evidence for being derived from 2-lit.

roots AB, such as aHa stand up, nwn dishevel, nxn be a child, xbx slink

into, grg found: if they are, then in very remote times.

2. By root affixes

2.1 Root prefixes

Prefix s- (13) dH, dHdH hang down —

s-dH bring low

Prefix n- (13) snj loosen — nsnsn

detach o'self

Prefix d- (2) nx protect — dnxnx,

same

Prefix w- Tzi rise up — wTz lift up

2.2 Root suffixes

Suffix -n (3) Sb, Sbn, SbSb mix (vb.)

Suffix -A (2) xbxb slay — xbA

destroy

Suffix -a (3) Amj mix (vb.) — Ama.t,

a mash

Suffix -H (1) qbb be cool — qbH,

same

Suffix -b (1) aDaD rejoice — aDb,

same

(Figures refer to examples in Wiener Zeitschr. f. d. Kunde d. Morgenlandes 97,

2007, 475–489.)



Prefixes s- and n- differ from the other prefixes and suffixes in several

respects.

•  They are by far more frequent.

•  The are more versatile: they can be attached to all kinds of roots;

hence their role is not exactly that of creating strong triliteral stems

from biliteral or weak triliteral stems.

•  Their semantic character is comparably transparent: augmenting the

actants by one (viz. s-), and diminishing them by one (viz. n-).

•  They have a clearly defined counterpart in Semitic, namely in stem

prefixes/infixes ‚- and -n- (Arabic stems IV & X, and VII,

respectively).

The other affixes, on the other hand, are much rarer; they are attached

to biliteral roots, rarely also to 3ae inf. roots; they have an obscure

semantic effect. They must originate in a much older stage of the

language. If the prefixes ‚- and -n- are late Proto-Afro-Asiatic (as it

seems) then these other affixes must be very early, or pro-proto,

Proto-Afro-Asiatic.

Eventually, the crucial question: is the triliterality of Egyptian,

Semitic and Berber verbal stems an innovation, has it generally

developed from biliterality (by reduplication, addition of root

augments, etc.)? What we can say for sure is that triliterality existed

already in Proto-Afro-Asiatic; cf. the arguments given above, and

consider the numerous Afro-Asiatic etymologies for 3-literal verbs

and nouns.


